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Has anyone here ever hit a pothole?  They make me feel that God missed on two things: mosquitoes and potholes.  
What’s the use for either one?  They both make me feel like that “name in vain” Commandment leaves a lot to be 
desired! 

There are two types of potholes:  Daylight and Nightime: 

 DAYLIGHT:  Hitting them makes us mad, furious, frustrated mostly at ourselves because we can see them all the 
time, they are in the same place, they are always right there!  AND YET WE STILL HIT THEM!!  Tires, alignment, 
engine…BWANG!!! 

NIGHTTIME:  These are terrifying and horrifying because they are SUDDENLY right in front of us or…too late…under us 
or we’ve already hit them.  We can’t see beyond our headlights and even then not very far.    

Most recently, driving into the first Pali tunnel Town-bound with my sunglasses on and no tunnel lights, I couldn’t see 
anything, I could only pray and hope there wasn’t a huge pothole waiting patiently for me. 

In fact, driving a familiar pothole-filled road or street at night is even more terrifying because we KNOW there is 
something out there…just beyond the cast of the headlights. 

Life for all of us is full of the exact same potholes.  Our DAYLIGHT ones are those decisions we make or are done to us 
that create havoc and hurt and chaos.  We KNOW what happens and STILL we continue to do the same things. To hit the 
same pothole.  The rationalizations and inactions which damage our alignment with others, blow out the tires of our 
journeys, and decimate our engines. 

The NIGHTTIME potholes are those unexpected diagnoses, the 2am call from Queen’s or Straub that your mother-in-law 
is about to undergo life-threatening emergency surgery for an aortic dissection.  The new refrigerator that doesn’t fit! 

These are horrifying for us because they so completely change our lives and because they make us feel that everything 
that is or has been familiar to us is now alien. 

The WORST THING about potholes is that because of our fear of them, we begin looking DOWN, looking only right in 
front of the car, right in front of our lives.  We  can’t SEE “beyond;” we can’t SEE down the road so we can’t SEE the end 
of our journey; we can’t SEE the beauty that surrounds us on every side.  One BWANG!! and everything becomes nose-
length away.  We become so inwardly focused…because of grief or depression…that we can’t SEE the Light that 
illumines everything around us. 

This is what the Birth of Christ and Christmas changes for us.  God has made our roads straight and, like three-fourths of 
the Pali, smooth.  She has sent the Light in to our world so that we can SEE what is in front of us.  So that the darkness 
which hides and changes things is pierced and open. 

When we celebrate the birth of Jesus, we celebrate the knowledge that we are saved and that God is with us.  We 
celebrate knowing that…although potholes are unavoidable…with Jesus, God Incarnate, we have the assurance of 
recovery and wholeness. 

Most importantly, the LIGHT that God sends into the World today and every day to illuminate our road ends NOT at 
Gethsemane…the NIGHTTIME pothole…or on Calvary…the massive DAYLIGHT pothole of the crucifixtion.  The LIGHT 
that comes to us today in the baby in swaddling clothes in a stable lets us SEE into our BEYOND, lets us SEE along God’s 
straight path into the Resurrection and eternal Life.  

So…Potholes be damned…keep drivin’ in the LIGHT lookin’ into the God’s Future!     


